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Abstract: Over the past years, broadband power line communication (PLC) has received great
accomplishments for delivering high speed Internet access and other lP-based applications. PLC or
DPL (Digital Power Line Communication) technology operates by translnitting a high frequency signal
through the existing infrastmctme in power distribution networks. As of today, many utilit;r companies
around the world have decided to move forward from small and large scale trials to commercial stage.
In Malaysia, the nation's leading power utility compa.ny, Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) under its ICT
division has put their first effort to formalize PLC installation. To comply with the PLC standards,
TNB is now undergoing changes and modification in experimental trial to suit both DPL and TNB
equipment. TNB is then targeting higher data rates over 1Mbps. Implementation of DPL seeks
consideration of selecting several parameters such as cable type, distance, noise, topology and cross
bonding to ensure a stable communication channel. Hence, sensing the increasing demand for
multimedia services by customer who require ease of use and speed, broadband Internet access solution
over power line offers a promising future. The high data rate performance of t.he latest tec:mology and
advanced digital signal processing extends a practical benefit of communicating over the electrical
network, not only in-building but also for access and transport (medium voltage). Moreover, low
voltage (LV) power lines could be used to carry high frequency (> I MHz) communica1ion signals.
Thus, the concept of broadband PLC is introduced. Nevertheless, unlike twisted-pair or coaxial cables,
LV power lines present an extremely harsh environment for high frequency communication signals.
Despite the enormous potential, there is some skepticism about the technology and its conunercial
viability. This is due to several technical problems and regulatory issues that are yet to be :;olved. This
paper gives an insight to the practical implementation of PLC/DPL in Malaysia subjected to some
technical considerations.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital commlmications over power lines has been around for decades ago way back in tile early 1920s.
Since then, utility companies around the world have successfully utilised this technology for common
applications like remote meterin.g and control purposes. These applications, however, require only very
low bit rates. As of today, then: has been a significant usage of the Internet, and hence requires high
speed data transmission.

Until recently, there has been a rising interest in tlle prospect of exploiting the power grid to offer
broadband Internet access to residential customers. The attractive aspect of this idea is the presence of
a vast infrastmcture in place for power distribution and the service could reach more Wiers than any
other wired alternative. Access to the Internet is becoming more indispensable access to electrical
power. Since devices that access the internet are generally plugged into an electric)l outlet, the
unification of these two networks seems a convincing option.

There is a remarkable outlook for power line communications to bridge the gap. There is also a
growing interest in tile prospects of reusing in-building power line cables to provide a broadband LAN
within the home or office. No new cable installation is needed as this is the major benefit offered by
power-line-based-home networks which is the availability of an existing infrastructure of wires and
wall outlets. There is some doubt about the technology and its commercial viability despite its
wonderful potential. This is due to several te.c1mical problems and regulatory issues that is yet to be
solved. The power line channel is known to be a very harsh environment that needs lots of research on
modeling the right channel suit.able for transmitting dat.a. Hence, there comes products like LonWorks,
CEBus and X-lO as well as propri.etary systems for transmission and control. However, power lines
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In Malaysia, TNB, being the main player of PLC technology, is in a stage of research on furnishing
their power line infrastructure. PLC's technology has been utilized by TNB for quite somehme but its
mainly in control purposes. Realizing the overwhellning response of PLC around the world, TNB has
put this initiative under newly est.ablish LCT division that consists of a dedicated DPL team. This team
is to study, to evaluate, t.o coordinate and to conduct technical trials as well as planning for deployment
in the end of 2004.

A test conducted in Putrajaya recently has managed to achieve over 40 Mbps at 260 metres on LV
network, while 35 Mbps at 500 metres on MY network. Though MV network is more straightforward
in terms of power line network itself, it is much more complicated to implement as compared to LV
network. In addition, TNB substations vary in voltages, i.e. 1l!0.415kV, 33/11kV, and etc. At a
substation, DPL equipment and couplers must be in place to bypass the signal across the transformer as
it causes tremendous signal loss. If MY is to be for transporting the tratfic to the backbone, a diligent
study of scenario demand per substation must be carried out. This is due to the fact th<l;t if lor example
there are 12 substations "above" the substation before reaching the backbone, it requires ] 2 DPL
equipment and 12 couplers t.o bypass the entire substation, which would result in an inefficient cost
solutions.

The implementation in Malaysia must also consider the different environment if a DPL system is to be
installed. Malaysia is a country that eXl'eriences a weather that is different from that of Europe or
Japan. Thunder storm with lightnings often causes the electrical network susceptible to cable fault and
this calls for a change in deployment requirement. In order to design a communicatio:1 system or
selecting DPL system, it is useful to have as much knowledge as possible of some knovm parameters.
The development of power line communication systems requires detailed knowledge of the channel
properties, such as transfer [unction, interference scenario, and channel capacity in order to choose
suitable transmission methods. If the noise level or the attenuation is too high, any communication
system surely susceptible to breakdown.

Therefore, fl1rtller trials and experimellts must be carried out on communication performance based on
tl1e variety of the latest DPL technologies using different modulation techniques, complex cligital signal
processing and coupling technology to verify their actual performance in Malaysian environment.
Nevertlleless, tllere is still some pros and cons regarding the implementation of PLC. Hopefully there
will be a more research that contributes to the development of the exciting new field of broadband PLC
especially to a successful implementation in Malaysia.
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